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Synopsis

ABC Aprendiendo el Abecedario. Wild Animal Alphabet with great pictures. Teach young ones about strange, unusual and fun animal names while learning the alphabet and watch them be amazed at the new findings. My goal is to create a fun learning experience for parent and child. It is meant to be shared and to prompt the your ones to think about creatures on earth and perhaps an impromptu trip to the zoo or even a safari! Learning another language is so much fun, learning sounds and pronunciations. This book is intended for fun and amazement and to share with classmates and teachers. I want to make the kids to explore and get curious about where these wonderful animal come from and contribute to learn about our place on earth and our responsibility to nature and foster good will to be aware how we influence and impact our world and how can we make it better. Maybe get involved in the preservation and perhaps care for the other little creatures. Most importantly however is that the kids learn to love to read. My best memories and time have involved reading and learning. My goal is to share that love for reading and learning. I also aim at having fun. Learning and fun. Please enjoy and share.
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